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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: RB Jay Ajayi, Boise 

State 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

This is a pretty simple scouting report from my perspective. You need to know two things about Jay 

Ajayi: 

1) He is an NFL-worthy RB. He has the physical skills and build to start for teams in the NFL. He’s not jaw-

dropping physically, but he is better than average for a RB prospect his size (221-pounds). 

2) He is not a ‘special’ talent. He’s a very solid RB who abused the Mountain West Conference, but was 

made to look very ordinary when he wandered outside of it. 

The second you look at Jay Ajayi’s 2014 stats and see his 28 rushing TDs with 4 receiving TDs (32 TDs in 

all), you want to proclaim him as awesome. I need to remind you that in 2013, in the Mountain West, RB 

Kapri Bipps of Colorado State rushed for 32 TDs (4 more than Ajayi this year) in one season. He was 

statistically dominant…playing with not nearly the same talent level of program as Ajayi. Where did that 

get him in the NFL Draft? Undrafted, and on the practice squad of the Denver Broncos in 2014. When 

injuries besieged the Broncos RB group…Bipps could not surpass Duke UDFA RB Juwan Thompson to get 

the call to the active roster.   

Racking up jaw-dropping TD numbers in a run game in the Mountain West is not all it’s cracked up to 

be…especially considering Ajayi led the NCAA in carries with 347. You cannot rule out, like with a pass-

happy spread QB, that the heavy attempts are pushing a fluffy story that doesn’t really exist with Ajayi. 

Now, for sure Ajayi is better than Kapri Bipps as an NFL prospect. I don’t mean to castigate Ajayi 

entirely. He does have NFL size and speed-agility worthy of a starting NFL RB. Not an all-time great 

runner, just a solid/useful/good one. Ajayi is a little more respectable as a pro prospect because he has 

terrific hands in the passing game. 

‘Drive-by’ scouts see Ajayi bigger than he is—they see the stats, highlights, and decent Combine data 

and want to run off a cliff with him. If they want to sober up into reality, go watch him opening day 2014 

against Ole Miss. He doesn’t look like a ‘giant’ there—he looks like a too-slender pro prospect RB. Ole 

Miss had an NFL-like front 4/7…and they murdered Ajayi on occasion. You walked away from that tape 

not thinking about Ajayi, but more so marveling at Ole Miss’s defensive frontline…which is much more 
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ominous than Wyoming and Fresno State’s D-Lines. Against the NFL-like talent of the SEC’s Ole Miss, 

Ajayi looked small and scrappy, not dominant. However, he looks awesome against the likes of 

Wyoming. 

We cannot go without mentioning that Ajayi was almost booted from the team as a freshman for 

stealing a pair of sweatpants from Wal-Mart. He seems to check out OK off the field since that incident, 

but if we ding Winston for similar behavior—we must mention it on Ajayi as well.   

 

Jay Ajayi, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Here’s is what scares me on Ajayi for the NFL, and not that he would bust—just that he is a mediocre RB 

prospect…a fringe starter. It has to do with his performance in five higher-profile out of conference 

matchups the past two seasons. 

Facing Washington, Ole Miss, UConn, Arizona (bowl), and Oregon State (bowl), here are Ajayi’s rushing 

numbers against that group: 

21.0 carries, 78.6 yards, 3.7 yards per carry, and 0.6 TDs = Ajayi in the five select out of conference 

games the past two seasons. 

Now, note I did a little sleight of hand. I took out from the totals shown above, a 56-yard TD run he had 

against Arizona in their bowl game. It’s not fair, but I wanted to show what he was doing on most carries 

against better opponents—less than 4.0 yards per carry. Adding back in the long TD doesn’t make him 

great either—it gets you barely above 4.0 yards per carry. He blew out Mountain West foes, and was 

more reasonable, slightly disappointing/human against bigger non-conference schools. 

From the NFL Combine, Ajayi measured OK for the most past—a solid 4.57 40-time, a shaky 7.10 three-

cone. He has big hands, long arms, 19 reps bench strength. All solid enough for a 221-pound RB. It’s not 

off the charts, but is NFL-worthy for sure. 

 

The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Jay Ajayi Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Jay Ajayi reminds me a lot of Brandon Bolden—220+ pounds, with a slender-ish frame. They are both 

scrappy RBs that catch the ball out of the backfield. When Bolden has had a chance to work as a RB in 

the NFL (does a lot of special teams), he’s been solid. Mostly, he’s not worked as a RB. Bolden’s not 

special, he’s just useful. To me, that describes Ajayi more than a belief he is a future franchise RB.   
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RB 
Grade 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

7.04 Ajayi Jay Boise State 2015 5 11.6 221 2.59 6.30 8.41 10.07 

5.69 Bolden Brandon Ole Miss 2012 5 11.0 222 0.22 7.12 7.44 9.41 

4.51 Williams Damien Oklahoma 2014 5 11.2 222 2.14 -0.09 5.78 7.17 

7.04 Bush Michael Louisville 2005 5 10.4 222 -0.83 -0.27 6.20 6.54 

5.37 Ballard Vick Miss State 2012 5 10.1 219 0.03 7.74 6.97 6.87 

4.59 Ware Danny Georgia 2007 6 0.0 225 -0.99 3.23 6.62 7.04 

2.97 Russell Donald Georgia St 2013 5 10.2 214 -0.74 1.35 8.42 10.63 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a 

prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make 

it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out for the 

NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand-

size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify a RB 

prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 
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2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Jay Ajayi is a top-5 RB prospect for most scouting websites, which I think is a big mistake…especially 

those who post a 2nd-round grade on him. You have got to be kidding me. In the era of cheap RBs, I 

could name at least five, maybe ten more RB prospects in this class who are equal to or better than 

Ajayi…but are prospects in no one’s top-5 ranked RBs. Is Ajayi NFL-worthy? Yes. Is he a day-two NFL 

Draft prospect? Certainly, you jest? 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d have about a 5th-round grade on Ajayi at best, and that’s not totally saying he’s 

bad…part of it is he is mediocre, but the other part is RBs aren’t worth day one or two draft picks. 

Especially, not Ajayi. For me, he is not that special, so I wouldn’t draft him…just because there are so 

many better prospects out there at key positions late in the draft. I can find RBs similar to Ajayi in 

undrafted free agency. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Ajayi is beloved by draft analysts, so he will be taken in the first three rounds, which will give him some 

cache to get playing time. Again, I’m not against Ajayi, but I just think he is a ‘dime a dozen’. He can start 

for a team and rush for 1,000+ yards. He could sit for the next 3-4 years as a part timer. Neither would 

surprise me. Because he can catch the ball so well, he’s going to stick in the NFL for a while.   
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